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The past has shown that there is several not to well working RS232/485 converters on the marked to day,
to avoid problems with communication we have found that it would be a good thing to develop a unit
which we know works day in and day out, so our NG360 customers don't have to think about this as a
problem, therefore this NEW SC485B is available as an option to whom, which don't have a positive
RS485 solution ! and at the same time we have included  the power supply as a part of this small handy
package !.

The data rate is max. 250kbps working as half duplex RS485 Bus.
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                              DIMENSIONS SB485B: 64mm x 58mm x 36mm high.

RS232 / RS485 Converter
for  NG360 digital sensor

The perfect solution for trouble free
RS232/485 data communication
with NG360 Inclinometers.

The supply consists of a strong
aluminium housing for the con-
verter + a 220V - 12 VDC power
supply.
The converter board do also supply
the NG360 sensors with +9-12VDC
RS232 connection via a standard
Dsub 9 pin connector and NG360
connection is via metal PG7 !
2 LED indicate the communication
condition.


